KConfs, LLC
Based out of Minneapolis, MN
Producing Knowledge-Centric
Conferences since 2014

What is KConfs?
We recognize that the majority of the workforce and economic output of the United
States deals with the transference of knowledge and information.

The Death of The Expo
In the past, expos and events focused upon floor space as a way
for sellers to display their wares and "get in front of people" to sell
services. Going forward, these types of expos will become less
relevant in favor of knowledge-centric events which teach about
software and engineering methods, as well as the business
process.

Moving Your Customers Forward
The main incentive which drives a knowledge worker to convene
at a date is high-quality information and skill-building content
which advances individuals careers and cannot be easily sourced
online. Anything less is a waste of your customers' valuable time.

Our Current Conferences

Potential Future Conferences

Coordcon.io

Enercon.io

AgCon.io

Why are we based in Minneapolis?
Minneapolis is a key region to meet professionals in the electronics, software
development, design, and design analytics industries who are looking for
solutions to their development needs. Our community consists of 10,000+
members including high-level buyers with active projects looking for solutions.

Who are our attendees?
Figure 1: Reported industries for attendees at IoTFuse 2018.
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Figure 2: Reported Job Titles for attendees at IoTFuse 2018
A mix of Economic Level Buyers, User Level Buyers, and an
assortment of other attendees

Sparking the
Internet Of Things
What is IoTFuse?
The IoT is a complex ecosystem embedded to enterprise, and typical conferences offer
vendor sales pitches and market trends. IoT Fuse goes beyond that and teaches how to get
things done with red use cases, solving real problems in an environment mixing Engineers
investors, business operations, and makers.

Expo Floor

Speakers

Located in the heart of beautiful downtown Minneapolis, the IoT Fuse Exhibit
Floor features hundreds of decision
makers, designers, and influencers across
multiple industries in the IoT ecosystem.
Our relaxed vendor atmosphere fosters
socializing, inventing, and a marketplace
of ideas.

In addition to speakers from your
company, we bring in IoT luminaries
from across the technological spectrum,
from electronics to data, and professional security to hobby. We focus on industry areas rich in knowledge in the Twin
Cities area, including Medical/Health,
Retail, Homes/Buildings, Agriculture &
Food, Transportation/Logistics, Finance
and Industrial/Manufacturing.

2000+ Attendees

50+ Lumineries

Partnerships
3+ Partners

IoT Fuse is partnered with the Minnesota Chamber of Commerce, the state’s largest and
premier business organization, representing more than 2,300 businesses of all types and
sizes across Minnesota. In addition to those partnerships, IoT Fuse has worked with the
Minnesota Department of Economic Development to help create recognition worldwide of
this region’s leadership in the IoT Space. Finally, our partnership with the University of
Minnesota helps bring an academic focus to our newly introduced workshop series,
referred to later in this brochure.

Sponsorship Packages
Our sponsors make our conferences possible. We are proud to have built some of
nation’s most recognized and widely regarded IoT-based conferences, and we invite
you to become a part of making them happen. How do they compare to others? We
offer several sponsorship packages to choose from and are always willing to work
with you to find the right fit for you.

Sponsors from
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Hundreds of makers, thinkers, and leaders coming together and showing
the power and transformation within IoT and Connected Products
- Executive Director, OST.

Sponsorship
Contact Information
Patrick Delaney
+1 (612) 876-5312

Sponsorship
Level

June’18
September’18

October’18
December’18

January’18
March’18

April’18

Diamond

$30,000

$40,000

$50,000

$60,000

Platinum

$10,000

$15,000

$20,000

$25,000

Gold

$7,500

$10,000

$12,500

$15,000

Silver

$4,750

$6,500

$8,250

$10,000

Bronze

$3,750

$5,000

$6,250

$7,500

Iron

$2,500

$3,300

$4,200

$5,000

We saw our desired ROI from IoTFuse within just a few weeks after the conference.
We can't wait to be back fro next year!
-CEO, Mel Foster

Nathan Cress
+1 (651) 285-8868

All email correspondence can be directed to setup@kconfs.com

Brent Basinski
+1 (612) 508-0329

